The Influence of Presentation Format on Responses of Male Sex Offenders to Digital Paintings that illustrate the Consequences Sexual Crimes
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ABSTRACT

Although art viewing experiences occur in varied contexts, responses of audience may be profoundly affected by the presentation format. In this paper, focus is drawn upon participation in a digital paintings exhibition and visual representation in assessing the responses of male sex offenders to digital paintings that illustrate the consequences of sexual crimes. The relationship between arts and technology is an emerging area of interest in modern research. In addition to the traditional gallery displays, digital technologies have provided new ways of audience participation in arts, enabling more involvement in the way art is consumed. The authors sought to determine the effect of viewing screen projected images in Rapid Serial Visual Presentation and in a gallery display. The study applied brief repeated exposures as described in Mere Exposure research. The study utilized temporary exhibition displays and projection by Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) where the respondents were passive participants, simply viewing the artwork. The participants were drawn from male sexual offenders aged 18-45 years at Nairobi West Prison, a male offenders’ facility in Nairobi City County. Stratified random sampling was used to select 61 male offenders convicted for defilement and rape. Respondents were randomly assigned to two experimental conditions involving viewing in projection by RSVP and gallery display. A five-point Liker scale was used to measure the participants’ responses to digital paintings illustrating consequences of sexual crimes. A Multivariate Analysis was used to assess ratings of the digital paintings against the various components of art. Findings show that painting style, colour schemes, themes and exposure frequency significantly influenced the participants’ responses to the digital paintings. The study recommends use of comparative analysis to determine how exposure to digital paintings impacts differently on other types of audiences.
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INTRODUCTION

The way viewers engage with art has seen a dramatic shift owing to the growth and availability of information technologies. While the format of presentation might contribute to disparities in art experience, the topic remains underexplored. With the advent of digital recording equipment, artists are exploring digital technology as a new way of presenting art alongside the traditional gallery displays. Studies have established that aesthetic experience is affected by the context in which it occurs [1] and the prison setting is one such context. While the dawn of the 21st century has seen rising interest in the effects of artistic engagements in prison systems [2,3] the responses of the prisoner audience to visual arts based on formats of presentation remains largely underexplored. Regardless of the undisputed value of the art-based programs already in place in prisons, it is worth exploring other formats of presenting art that do not necessarily involve offenders’ participation by active creation. While Cohen Miller [4] argued that recognizable symbols used in visual presentation turn out to be dependable recollections with the ability to change attitudes if viewers effectively consider the substance of the picture, the use of visual arts in prison setting in Kenya has been minimal. This research takes a different approach in investigating responses arising from presenting screen projected and gallery displayed canvas prints of digital paintings illustrating the consequences of sexual crimes.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

In supplementing the traditional techniques of displaying artwork, digital technologies in artistic applications has seen a change in the way audience experience artwork. Kukka et al. [5] report a significant paradigm shift of art as a physical object in the 20th century. Millions of audiences engage with the arts sector through gallery exhibitions and digital media, with technology revolutionizing the way art is presented to the audience. Research suggests the existence of common fundamental mechanisms at work during the process of experiencing art [6] and that a creative, exploratory attitude can be heightened by objective factors such as the kind of stimulus presented, the type of additional information provided, and the wider exhibition context.

In an attempt to contribute to knowledge, this study conforms to nominal participation through viewing digital paintings in a gallery display and by projection in RSVP.

**Gallery display as a format of exposure to art**

Exhibitions have become a medium through which most art becomes known and according to Cline [7], represent ideal forums for dialogue. Wahab & Zuhardi [8], define exhibitions as complex presentations that convey concepts, showcase objects, and excite the senses. Smeds [9], on the other hand defines an exhibition as a spatially organized and visualized expression of thoughts, things and systems of knowledge, and to a large extent based on the display of material objects. Exhibitions today serve the goal of bringing art to a place of relevance that is relatable to a wide audience, by using varied strategies to connect and to touch audiences [7]. Exhibits offer potential for emotional connection by giving viewers an opportunity to experience objects in their actual scale and multiple perspectives in real space

According to Wahab & Zuhardi [8], the primary function of a gallery is to communicate. Carbon [10] noted that the mean time taken to view art in a temporary exhibition consisting of 28 paintings was 25.7s to 41s per picture with viewers spending more time when attending in groups. Smith, Smith and Tinio [11], counted the time people spend looking at different artworks at Art Institute of Chicago and found the mean amount of contemplation time was 28 seconds. Carbon’s observation provides one essential success factor of temporary exhibitions that shows a restricted number of artworks, enabling viewers to elaborate on a topic by focusing on it. The current study adopted this view by limiting the number of digital paintings used to 24 and allowing respondents to view in groups of 5-7 people. This follows the argument that with controlled number of artworks, the audience could achieve aesthetic understanding [12] and sustainable memories through deeper processing of artwork [13].

According to Wahab & Zurhabi [8], displays in the exhibition area must catch the eye of a user and hold the interest as users get the message across fast. Winfield & Webber [14], opined that the objective of the exhibition was to allow face-to-face contact between artist by bringing together the purveyor of a message and the visitors. According to Pelsowski et al. [15] art viewing engenders myriad emotions, evokes evaluations, physiological reactions, and in some cases can mark or alter lives. Leder [16], observes that understanding this multifaceted impact of art is especially key for psychology and empirical art research in addition to numerous areas of scholarship such as sociology, humanities, art history and museum education among others.

Cline [7], argues for the pivotal role of exhibitions and their challenge to viewers’ preconceptions by contributing to artistic dialogue of their time. The method of display plays a huge role in the impact of an exhibition, its reception and its message [7]. In this study, exhibits had the advantage of being perceived with multiple senses such as sight, touch and even smell. A key advantage of exhibition was that it allowed viewers to experience objects directly and unmediated by technology. This study views the exhibition as a template providing an ideal platform for a new idea where a challenge is presented to participants in order to draw attention and emotional responses to the digital paintings. The study further postulates that a creative, exploratory attitude may be heightened by objective factors such as the kind of stimulus presented, the amount and type of additional information provided, and the wider exhibition context.

Although the present study was not carried out in a museum set up, the exhibited digital paintings relatively compare to the artwork in a museum and were viewed repeatedly for short periods of time (averaging at 2 minutes per painting) The time provided for each viewing session was considered sufficient for initial processing of the art work. This was done in keeping with the requirements of Mere Exposure which demand that stimulus is shown to participants repeatedly for brief durations to avoid over exposure which results in boredom and depreciation of stimulus.

**Rapid serial visual presentation as a format of presenting art**

Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) is the process of displaying images in a sequence at high presentation rates with multiple images per second at the same spatial location [17], using either the static mode in which images appear and disappear without moving or moving mode where targets within short moving clips have to be identified [18,19]. Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) has been shown to provide flexibility of control and varied image presentation modes [20]. The key factor of RSVP paradigm is presentation rate, where information is presented at rapid rate with more data being analyzed in a short period. Researchers list variants of RSVP such as key hole mode, shelf-mode, carousel-mode, collage-mode and floating-mode.

Recognition of target image has been shown to occur with 90% success rate in slide show mode even in high presentation rate [21]. Studies comparing static and moving modes of RSVP found higher identification and better memory for static images in slideshow (key hole) mode [22,23]. According to Spence & Witowski [21], task recognition accuracy averages at 84% across all static modes (slideshow mixed and tile mode) and 62% across all moving modes (diagonal, ring and stream modes). Spence & Witowski [21] also found 75% preference for static modes where target recognition accuracy was less influenced by the nature of the task. Two hypotheses put forward by Spence [24] to explain the performance of keyhole-mode suggested that due to the static nature of the image presentation, RSVP would minimize eyestrain in users and secondly, the user’s eye-gaze can only usefully be fixated in one location. Nico, Potter & Nieuwenstein [25] linked good longterm memory and success of image identification with increased presentation time. Candan, Cutting & De-Long [26]
also found increased memory performance with longer exposure durations ranging from 400ms- 2000ms per image and superior overall memory performance for dynamic images.

Mallon et al. [27] similarly found positive effects while presenting images in varied durations of up to 3000 ms. While using five-minute video clips, Ferguson attributed memory boost for dynamic images to longer exposure and richer information. Increased performance with kinetic images during the RSVP paradigm was also reported by Weiden, Khosla & Keegan [19], while a study by Lees et al. [17] where participants were to identify images containing natural scenes, reported reduced performance for faster stimulus presentation.

The studies provide contradicting evidence on the superiority of static and dynamic images in RSVP. Differences also arise in what is considered sufficient time for stimulus recognition. However, Potter [28] adds that blank inter-stimulus intervals added after every picture increased percentage of picture remembrance by up to 84%, pointing to methodological differences that create disparities in time sufficient for stimulus recognition. Although there may be need to balance the tradeoff between accuracy and speed, variations in stimulus recognition time suggest that this may vary for different stimuli and tasks required of the participants.

Despite the different observations, this study adopted shelf mode of RSVP, where images would zoom in and fade out centrally located on the screen. This is pegged on the observation by Dias & Parra [29], that participants performed best (90%) when the target stimulus was centered, but register a consistent decrease of performance to 50% in all participants when target stimulus was placed further away from the center (4° of visual angle. A strong factor in slide show mode is that success in recognition rate is less dependent on nature of the task.

**METHODOLOGY**

Nairobi West Prison, a male offenders’ facility in Nairobi City was purposively selected as the study site. According to Cooper & Schindler [30], a sample is a segment of the population selected to represent the population as a whole. In this study, sampling was done to select the art experts, themes for digital paintings and the study participants. Three art experts validated the 24 digital paintings and the art response questionnaire used in the study. The sample of respondents was drawn from sex offenders aged 18-45 years. Random sampling was used to assign respondents to one of the two viewing conditions namely viewing paintings in a Gallery display and by screen projection. The study applied participatory action involving viewing of digital paintings which illustrate the consequences of sexual crimes.

Primary data was collected by use of questionnaires and focus group discussions for triangulation to enhance the reliability, and quality of the collected data [31]. The format of presentation of the artwork was between-subjects variable where respondents were exposed to the digital paintings either through gallery exhibition or by projection in Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP). There were fifteen presentations spread over 5 weeks in three-day intervals. The viewing sessions were brief, lasting 35minutes for exhibition group and 20 minutes for RSVP group to avoid over exposure.

Digital paintings with brief titles were displayed approximately two linear feet per painting on two walls of the exhibition hall. Viewing time averaged at 1.9 minutes per painting and viewing distance varied for each painting, but was averagely kept at 105 cm given that all paintings had uniform dimension of H=117.8 cm and W=83.7 cm with varied formats as shown in Figure 1.

In the RSVP exposure phase, digitized copies of 18 paintings were projected at their actual size via a beam projector (Casio Data Projector-XJ-A150V) on a white background wall in an exhibition hall at the Nairobi West prison. The study adopted shelf mode RSVP where recognition of target image has been shown to occur with 90% success even in high presentation rate [21]. Since the study was focused on cognitive effects of viewing digital paintings, each single image was presented for 3000ms and updated at a regular time interval at the same location, followed by a blank backward masking of 800ms, which has been found to increase percentage of picture remembrance by up to 84% [28]. Each exposure session had 7 sequences with 3 minute breaks after every 2 sequences. The presentation sessions lasted between 20 minutes including preparation time with different target stimuli per session. Participants had a total of 15 viewing sessions in three-day intervals for 5 weeks. At the start of the experiment, the participants were given detailed instruction about what to expect and how to respond by putting a dotted mark on green circles in the target Stimuli recognition template when target stimuli were detected and dotted mark on red circles when target stimuli were not detected in the sequence.

In each session, participants searched for six targets in an RSVP sequence of eighteen digital paintings presented at the center of the screen with a resolution of 1024×768 pixels on the white background with a horizontal visual angle of 15.9° and a viewing distance fixed at 3 metres. The category name of the targets were first presented in black 48-point times new roman font and displayed for 2000 ms. The fixation cross reappeared for 500 ms, followed by a blank interval of 800 ms and then the digital painting sequence. The schematic representation of RSVP exposure is presented in Figure 2.

An art response questionnaire was administered to investigate the responses to digital paintings following repeated exposures. The study results are as presented in the following section.

**RESULTS**

The aim of the study was to assess influence of presentation format...
on responses of male sexual offenders to digital paintings that illustrate the consequences of sexual crimes. In seeking to establish whether the formats of Exposure influenced the participants’ responses to the digital paintings, the study controlled for the participation by randomly selecting a section of the respondents to be exposed by viewing in a gallery display and by projection in Rapid Serial Visual Presentation. Out of the 61 initial respondents, 57 were retained with 29 being exposed to digital paintings in gallery display while 28 were exposed via projection in RSVP.

The paintings were classified by colour, style and themes to assess if the format of exposure could result in any significant differences in preference ratings. Ratings were done based on the age of the participants

### Ratings for colour by age of participants and context of participation

The study rated the preference for colour schemes of the digital paintings based on age of the participants. Figure 3 shows mean score ratings of colour schemes by to age.

Findings show that polychrome paintings had a higher mean score in RSVP presentation by the participants aged 18-25 years, but had slightly lower ratings among in participants aged between 26-35 years and 36-45 years respectively. In the exhibition, polychrome paintings had the highest ratings among the older participants aged between 36-45 years and the lowest ratings by younger participants aged 18-25 years.

In RSVP presentation, monochrome paintings similarly had slightly higher ratings among younger participants aged 18-25 years, while participants aged 26-35 years reported the lowest mean scores. Under exhibition, the higher ratings for monochrome paintings were reported among older participants aged 36-45 years, with the younger participants aged 18-25 years reporting the lowest score.

### Ratings for style by age of participants and context of participation

Ratings were done for preference of style of the digital paintings as summarized in Figure 4.

Findings show that participants aged 18-25 years and 26-35 years in RSVP preferred realist paintings better, while participants aged 36-45 years reported a slightly lower preference. In the exhibition format, higher scores for realist paintings were reported among older participants aged 36-45 years, with participants aged 18-25 years reporting the lowest scores. For surrealist style, the highest score was reported among participants aged 18-25 years under RSVP and lowest scores among participants aged 36-45 years. There was a tie in scores for all groups of participants for surrealist style under exhibition format.

### Ratings for themes by age of participants and context of participation

Further ratings were done for preference of themes according to age of participants. Figure 5 shows the mean score ratings of painting themes based on age of participants.

Findings show that offender based themes were rated highest
under RSVP by participants aged 18-25 years, while participants aged 36-45 years rated offender based themes highest under exhibition format. Victim based themes were also highly rated under RSVP and exposure by older participants aged 36-45 years, while participants aged 18-25 years and 26-35 years reported low scores under both formats of exposure. Data further showed that across both presentation formats, offender’s family based themes scored slightly higher among older participants aged 36-45 years as compared to the younger participants. Although the general observation is that the differences in preference across all ratings had minimal variations; the trends provide an interesting subject for future studies.

Fifteen indicators were further used to test the usefulness of knowledge shared through the digital paintings. The study also tested whether the paintings improved the participants’ understanding of the consequences of sexual crimes and the ease with which they interpreted the paintings. Cross-tabulations were performed to assess the association between presentation formats and the responses to each question. Since each indicator was measured on a categorical ordinal scale with the scores of 1 to 5 depending on the level of the respondents’ levels of agreement with the statements, contingency tables (cross-tabulations) were best suited to assess the associations. The contingency tables between each response and mode of presentation displays the frequency (number of respondents) that were exposed via gallery display for responses on either strongly agreed or strongly disagreed and via projection in RSVP for responses ranging in the same category. This is presented in Table 1 with the chi-square test of association between groups based on contingency tables. The Chi-square tests for all the associations between nominal participation presentation modes and the indicators of the responses to digital painting messages had p-values greater than 0.05. This implies that format of exposure had no significant association with the responses to the digital paintings.

Factor analysis was used to reduce the dimensions of the scores for the responses to each of the messages. The composite measure of response scores to digital painting was determined as standardized factor scores from the factor analysis results. The variable was further analyzed as shown in Table 2.

The mean overall mean score of the standardized response score to digital painting was found to be 0.899. Considering mean response score for each of the 2 categories, the mean response score was observed to seemingly differ between the 2 categories to imply that mode of exposure could have had a possible effect on the response to digital paintings. A seemingly higher mean score response of 0.929 was found for the respondents who were exposed via exhibition compared to a mean score of 0.871 for respondents exposed via RSVP.

To assess the significant effect of format of exposure on response to digital paintings, a test on the significance of the mean difference in mean response score in the two groups was carried out. An independent mean difference t-test was conducted between the two groups and the results presented in Table 3.

The t-test carried out is based on an assumption that either the variances of the response variable exhibit homogeneity or heterogeneity between the two groups. An F-test of equal variances was thus carried out to assess the homogeneity of variance. The F-statistic of has a p-value less than 0.05 to imply that the variances are not equal thus the t-test was based on the assumption that the variances are not equal (heterogeneous). The p-value of the t-statistics assuming heterogeneous variances was found to be <0.05 with a p-value of 0.757 which is greater than 0.05 to imply no significant difference in mean response between the two groups in either format of exposure.

The results were used to test the hypothesis of the study and draw conclusions. The hypothesis stated:

\[ H_{01} \] The format of exposure to digital paintings has no significant effect on the responses of male sexual offenders to the digital paintings

On the analysis carried out to assess the significant difference in the sexual offenders’ responses to digital paintings, p-value of the t-test statistic was found to be greater than 0.05. The study thus failed to reject the null hypothesis and deduced that there is no significant difference in the mean response score to digital paintings based on the format of exposure. This implied that the format of exposure chosen for viewing has no significant effect on the responses that the sexual offender would have towards the digital paintings.

DISCUSSION

The main aim of the study was to assess the effect of exposure format on responses of male sexual offenders to digital paintings that illustrate the consequences of sexual crimes. The audiences for this study were male sexual offenders drawn from Nairobi.

Table 1: Chi-square test of association between format of exposure and indicators of response to digital paintings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Chi-square df Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 1</td>
<td>3.414 3 0.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 2</td>
<td>0.325 2 0.850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 3</td>
<td>1.142 2 0.565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 4</td>
<td>4.214 3 0.239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 5</td>
<td>1.095 2 0.578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 6</td>
<td>0.983 3 0.805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 7</td>
<td>0.234 2 0.690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 8</td>
<td>3.908 3 0.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 9</td>
<td>1.455 2 0.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 10</td>
<td>1.533 2 0.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 11</td>
<td>2.660 3 0.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 12</td>
<td>3.709 2 0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 13</td>
<td>1.059 2 0.589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 14</td>
<td>3.304 3 0.347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure mode vs. Indicator 15</td>
<td>1.559 2 0.459</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Mean response score to digital paintings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables to digital paintings</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
<th>N Mean score Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSVP</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibition</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
West prison, a male offenders’ facility in Nairobi City County. The time provided for each viewing session lasting 20 minutes for RSVP and 33 minutes for exhibition was considered sufficient for processing of the digital paintings. The presentations provided an opportunity for interaction between the artist (Researcher) and the audiences (male sexual offenders). This is in line with Whitfield and Webber’s [14] observation that the objective exhibiting art is to bring together the purveyor of a message and the visitors and to allow face-to-face contact between artist and the target audience.

Art is always experienced in a specific context. In this study digital painting were experienced in Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) and exhibition contexts. Paintings presented by RSVP comprised of the digitized copies, while the gallery display comprised of canvas prints of the digital paintings. The gallery display offered the advantage of digital paintings being perceived with multiple senses such as sight and touch and a direct experience unmediated by technology [7]. Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) on the other hand has been shown to provide flexibility of control and varied image presentation modes [20].

Like in the study by Brieber et al. [32] the gallery displayed digital paintings and those presented by projection in RSVP in the current study relatively compare to the original artwork and computer simulated versions. They also respectively relate to laboratory context where reproductions of artworks are viewed on computer screen and the museum context where originals are viewed. This study in directly comparing ratings on a variety of measures for digital paintings seen in exhibition and digital images of the same work by screen projection in RSVP found that the format of exposure formats did not affect the participants’ responses to the paintings. The findings of this study correspond to Locher, Smith & Smith [33], whose study found similar evaluations on pictorial content or composition of paintings across presentation formats while comparing slide-projected images of paintings and the originals.

An independent mean difference t-test carried between participants in RSVP and exhibition format resulted in a p-value greater than 0.05 implying no significant difference in mean response between the two groups. However, mean scores showed a slight raise for exhibition participants at 0.9289 against 0.871 for RSVP. Although minimal, the findings resonate with Brieber et al. [32], who found more positive evaluation of original paintings and sculptures as compared to computers-simulated versions. Similar observation were also made by Bertamini & Blakemore [34], who found an overall preference for viewing a reproduction of an original painting as opposed a digital image. Despite the minimal difference between the Exhibition and RSVP, the study findings point to a possibility of an increase in exhibition scores with unrestricted viewing time and an ideal environment as has been the practice in other art viewing studies. It is apt to note that in this study, the conditions of viewing, the type of participants and the circumstances surrounding them did not exactly match those in previous studies linked to art viewing where participants were well-informed free citizens. The unique observations of this study therefore could be linked to the disparities in the context of viewing and the type of participants. The exhibition hall used in Nairobi West prison could not exactly compare to the well-established museums where previous studies have been carried out. Similarly, unlike the current study where viewing time was restricted to conform to mere exposure requirements, previous studies did not limit viewing time.

Although results showed that younger participants (aged 18-25 years) had slightly higher mean scored on preference for polychrome schemes, realist and surrealism styles and offender based themes, the differences were very minimal, but could be of interest for future research with a different audience. Findings of this study showed no significant statistical difference arising from format of exposure. The results present two possible implications: That exhibition having been traditionally used to present artwork to the audience to still remains a reliable method enabling the audience to experience artwork. The study also affirms invaluable place of technology in presentation of artworks by suggesting RSVP as an alternative format of exposure that could be as effective as exhibition. Since the format of exposure chosen has no effect on responses to art, any method can be utilized effectively.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper assessed how format of exposure affected the responses of male sexual offenders to digital paintings. Furthermore, the issue of whether exhibition or RSVP formats are linked to preference for an artwork was examined. One possibility was that responses to digital paintings could be enhanced by projection in Rapid Serial Visual presentation or gallery display format of exposure. However, there was no significant difference in responses based on the format of exposure. The study found positive responses in exposure to digital paintings by most of the respondents. The findings of this research will inform future research studies intending to investigate differences between traditional gallery display and new methods of presenting art work. To generate more insights on the possibilities audience’s responses to visual arts, future studies could manipulate specific contextual features to explore other modes of presentation not covered in this study.
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